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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Which two components of the MSL6060 Library are hot-swappable? (Choose two.)
 

A. power supplies

B. robotics control module

C. fans

D. tape drives
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

A company is installing an EBS solution for their SAP server. After setting up the hardware and

installing the software, the server's operating system is unable to detect the library and tape

drives. The administrator has verified that the network storage router detects the library and tape

drives. What two actions should be performed next to ensure that the operating system is able to

detect the library? (Choose two).
 

A. Verify that the network storage router is in the zone on the SAN switch.

B. Verify that the backup application services or daemons are running.

C. Verify that the Fibre Channel HBA driver is updated.

D. Verify that the network storage router firmware is updated.
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

The administrator is unable to verify who has an open session with Command View ESL. The

administrator needs to access the library to update the firmware. Which two actions should the

administrator take in order to upgrade the firmware? (Choose two).
 

A. Power cycle the backup server.

B. Run the CLI via a serial cable.

C. Run the CLI via telnet.

D. Power cycle the library.
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

   

        1



Which type of data would typically have the highest compression ratio?
 

A. ZIP

B. database

C. spreadsheet/word processing

D. MPEG/JPEG
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

Which three modules can the m2402 NSR accommodate? (Choose three.)
 

A. 4 channel LVD SCSI Module

B. Dual port Fibre Channel Module

C. 4 channel HVD SCSI module

D. Serverless Backup Module

E. Gigabit Ethernet Module
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

What is the maximum supported number of Ultrium 460 drives on a NSR M2402, configured with a

single SCSI module, in order to achieve constant feed rate?
 

A. two

B. one

C. four

D. eight
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

What is equivalent to a speed of 20 MB/s?
 

A. 144 GB/hr

B. 36 GB/hr

C. 72 GB/hr

D. 18 GB/hr
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Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

Which tool requires a serial cable for a firmware upgrade on the MSL6000 library?
 

A. Remote Management Interface

B. Library and Tape Tools

C. MSLUtil

D. LibDiag
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

As a result of disabling the left load port in an ESL E-Series library, which statement is true?
 

A. The left load port can then be used as standard slots.

B. The left load port can then be used for unloading and loading tapes.

C. The left load port no longer provides any function.

D. The right load port no longer provides any function.
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

Which component allows Data Protector to share a library between multiple backup servers in an

EBS environment?
 

A. Media Agent

B. SAN Agent

C. Disk Agent

D. Library Agent
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 11 
 

What type of backups consume fewer resources than a full or differential database backup and are

suitable for high-use periods?
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